Abstract--In particle swarm algorithm, the introduction of glowworm algorithm, according to domain to determine a perception range, within the scope of perception of all the particles find an extreme value point sequence, which apply roulette method, choose a particle instead of global extreme value.So as to scattered particle, and avoid the local minima.Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [1] is a population-based continuous optimization technique proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart. Like ant colony optimization algorithms or genetic algorithms, PSO is biologically inspired. In this case, the algorithm is inspired by the social behavior of animals living in groups. The algorithm simulates a simplified social milieu in a swarm of potential solutions (called "particles"), which means that a single particle bases its search not only on its own experience but also on the information given by its neighbors in the swarm. This paradigm leads to successful results and contributes to the popularity of PSO. But particle swarm algorithm itself trapped into local optimal solution easily，in order to solve the shortcomings, put the perception range of glowworm algorithm into PSO method, scattered particle method with roulette, avoid algorithm into the local extremum.
II. ALGORITHM INTRODUTION

A. glowworm swarm optimization
In GSO [3] , physical agents { : 1,2, , } i i n =  are considered that are initially randomly deployed
in the objective function space m R , each agent in the swarm decides its direction of movement by the strength of the signal picked up from its neighbors. This is somewhat similar to the luciferin induced glow of a glowworm which is used to attract mates or prey. The brighter the glow, the more is the attraction. It is inspired from this behavior; we come up with an intelligent algorithm of function optimization. In GSO algorithm, the glowworms in GSO are endowed with other behavioral mechanisms (not found in their natural counterparts) that enable them to selectively interact with their neighbors and decide their movements at iteration. Each glowworm i selects a neighbor j with a probability ( ) ij p t and moves toward it. According to (4) update the location. These movements that are based only on local information, enable the glowworms to partition into disjoint subgroups, exhibit a simultaneous taxis-behavior toward and eventually co-locate at the multiple optima of the given objective function.
Location-update formula:
PSO is essentially a population-based algorithm. It starts with a random initialization of a swarm of particles. Each particle is modeled by its position in the search space and its corresponding velocity. In a d -dimensional search space, the position and the velocity of the i th particle can be represented as 1 2 ( , , , )
respectively. Each particle i .The neighborhood of each particle can be chose using either a fixed topology, or time-varying topology, or a random topology .The quality of a given position is evaluated with respect to an objective function.
Each particle i has its own best location 1 2 ( , , , )
,which corresponds to the best location particle i has reached until time k .The global best location is denoted by 1 2 ( , , , )
,which represents the best location reached by the neighbors of the i th particle. From time k to time +1 k , each velocity is updated using the following equation:
The computation of the position at time +1 k is given by:
Where w is a constant, called inertia weight 
III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM BASED ON THE GLOWWORM THOUGHT
A. Described the Algorithm Specific means is: Set the sense range and particle threshold, by current particle as the center, sense range as a radius, form a regional, as shown in Fig. 1 . Calculated the distance between the particles i and j , comparing with the pre-set threshold, if less than threshold and particles j fitness value is smaller. Record the serial number of particle j .if in the near particle i , no have better particle, thinks that this particle is a local excellent value. 
B. Algorithm steps
Step 1 Initialization: velocity, position, maximum iterating times, particle swarm scale and accelerated factor etc;
Step 2 Select qualified particles in the sense range， composing an extreme value point sequence;
Step 3 Sorting out by roulette method, one of extreme value point sequence particle replace global extreme value pg ;
Step 4 With basic particle swarm algorithm searching, find out optimal value; 4.1 Updated particle speed and position, and handled them if over the regional;
Updated the individual extremum;
Step 5 Judge whether meet the end conditions, yes, turn step6, exit the loop, output the result; else, turn step2, continue to search;
Step 6 Output target value and stop algorithm.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
TABLE1. Optimal solution of each algorithm for expansion rope
Decision variables
New
HPSO [11] CPSO [12] Ref. [5] Ref. [4] Ref. [6] Ref. [7] 1 ( ) 0.012675 0.012730 0.012924 5.198500e-5 ref. [5] 0.012833 N/A N/A N/A ref. [4] 0.012730 N/A N/A N/A ref. [6] 0.012705 0.012769 0.012822 3.939000e-5 ref. [7] 0.012681 0.012742 0.012973 5.900000e-5
TABLE3. Optimal solution of each algorithm for welded stripe
Decision variables
New HPSO [11 ] CPSO [12] Ref. [9] Ref. [10] Ref. [6] Ref. [7] 1 ( ) Ref. [7] 1.728226
From table1, ( ) f x express that the elastic string is minimum; average solution and the standard deviation from this paper were less than literature algorithm. Also means that this paper algorithm(New) is stable, namely good robustness; and gets the worst solution smaller than HPSO algorithm slightly.
E.g.2 Design problem for welded strip [8] From the table3, improved method better than literature algorithm, no matter the optimal solution, average solution and the worst solution, this again confirms the fact that the average performance of this paper algorithm better than other algorithms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper put perception range thought of glowworm algorithm applied to particle swarm algorithm; find out the extreme value point sequence within the scope, use roulette method to choose a particle as global extreme value. This method can overcome the defects that particle swarm algorithm into the local optimal solution easily.
